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An isometric (i.e., distance-preserving) embedding of a connected graph G into a Cartesian pro- 
duct of complete graphs is equivalent to a labelling of each vertex of G by a string of symbols 
of fixed length such that the distance between two vertices is equal to the Hamming distance be- 
tween the corresponding strings. Such a labelling could provide an addressing scheme for a com- 
munications network, since it enables a message to find a shortest path to its destination using 
only local information. 
We show that any two such embeddings of the same graph G are essentially the same, and give 
a polynomial-time algorithm which will find such an embedding if it exists. In addition we 
characterize the graphs which are isometrically embeddable in powers of K,. 
1. Introduction 
Interest in isometric embedding of graphs in products of complete graphs seems 
to have begun with the work of Graham and Pollak [3,4] on finding addressing 
schemes for communications networks. They suggested that a string of symbols be 
attached to each vertex of a graph in such a way that the Hamming distance between 
two strings (number of coordinates in which they differ) reflects distance in the 
graph. 
An addressing of this sort involving only two symbols (0 and 1) is equivalent to 
an isometric embedding of the graph into a hypercube, i.e. a Cartesian power of the 
graph K2; unfortunately such an embedding will not generally exist. 
Graham and Pollak showed, however, that with the addition of a third ‘don’t- 
care’ symbol which is defined to be at distance zero from either 0 or 1, such an ad- 
dressing is always available; in fact [5] its length can be taken to be one less than 
the number of vertices. 
Somewhat later Djokovic [l] gave an elegant characterization of the graphs which 
have isometric embeddings in hypercubes, thus answering the question of which 
graphs have binary addressings without a don’t-care symbol. Graham, in his recent 
survey [2] on isometric embeddings, showed that for such a graph the least possible 
dimension of the hypercube is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the 
distance matrix of the graph. 
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Djokovic apparently did not notice that his embeddings were essentially unique, 
but in fact much more is true. We show that isometric embeddings of a graph G 
into any product of complete graphs are unique, up to permutation of symbols and 
coordinates; thus if G has such an embedding, there is a unique minimal k and 
minimal sequence h(1) 2 h(2) 2 ... 2 h(k) > 1 such that G has an isometric embedding 
in the product of the graphs Kho), . . . , K,(,) and all other isometric embeddings of 
G in products of complete graphs can be factored through this one. G will have 
Djokovic’s property just when h(1) = h(2) = ... = h(k) = 2. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Throughout G will be a fixed finite connected graph with vertex set V(G) and 
edge set E(G). Loops and multiple edges are irrelevant and hence will be assumed 
not to exist. The distance d(u, u) between two vertices of G is the number of edges 
in a shortest path from u to u. 
Let H,,H,,..., Hk be a sequence of complete graphs, each Hi having vertex set 
{0,1,2,..., h(i) - 1). Their Cartesian product H will consist then of sequences 
(v(l), ... , u(k)) with 05 o(i)<h(i) for each i, and with two sequences ii and 0 con- 
nected by an edge whenever u(i) # u(i) for exactly one value of i. Distance in H thus 
corresponds exactly to Hamming distance between strings. 
An isometric embedding of G in H is a map a from V(G) to V(H) which 
preserves distances; we will denote the image of a vertex u by a = (u(l), . . . , u(k)). 
For a given isometric embedding each coordinate i induces an equivalence relation 
Rj on V(G) by uRiv if u(i) = u(i). Notice that we cannot have R; = Rj for i#j unless 
Rj and Rj are trivial, i.e. have only one equivalence class; else any path between 
vertices in different equivalence classes would contain an edge of ‘length’ greater 
than 1. 
Let R = {Ri: Rj non-trivial, 1 I is k}. If a’ is another isometric embedding of G 
into a (possibly different) product H’ of complete graphs, with corresponding set 
R’ of induced equivalence relations, then a and a’ are equivalent if R = R’. It is ap- 
parent that equivalent isometric embeddings can be obtained from one another by 
discarding unused factors, permuting factors, and permuting vertices within a 
factor. 
3. Results 
Theorem 1. Any two isometric embeddings a : G +H and a’ : G +H’ of G in pro- 
ducts of complete graphs are equivalent. 
Proof. Let u,, v2, . . . , u, be a numbering of the vertices of G such that for each p 
with 1 <pin there is a q<p such that uq is adjacent to v,,. 
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Let the image of up under a be (u,,(l), . . . , u,(k)), and for any positive integer i 
and non-negative integer b let t(i, b) be the least p such that u,(i) = b; if there is no 
such p then set t(i, 6) = n + 1. (The corresponding function for a’ will be denoted by 
t’.) a will be called normal if the following conditions are met: 
(1) t(i, 6) 5 n whenever is k and b < h(i); 
(2) t(i, b) I t(i, c) for all i and for b < c; and 
(3) t(i, l)(t(j, 1) for i<j. 
Note that in fact t(i, b) # t(j, c) whenever (i, b) # (j, c) and 1 < t(i, b) 5 n, since other- 
wise u,(;,~) would be at distance at least two from all vertices with lower index. 
Clearly every isometric embedding of G is equivalent to one which is normal, and 
can be factored through the normal one. It thus suffices to assume a and a’ are both 
normal and show that they are then identical. 
We may assume k’s k; if k’< k we append a string of k - k’ zeros to the end of 
each ui, at the expense of condition (1) for normality of a’, so that all strings are 
now the same length. Suppose now that up # ui for some p, and let p be the least 
such index. 
Since perforce 17~ = D; = (0, 0, . . . , 0), p cannot be 1; hence up is adjacent to a 
lower-indexed vertex and thus d&up, 0;) = 1 or 2 where dn denotes Hamming 
distance. 
If dh(uP, 6;) = 1, then u,(j) = a # b = u;(j) for some _j and u,(i) = u;(i) for i#j. If 
a< b, then t’(j, a) = q<p and thus d&u*, or,) > dH(Uq, t~i), a contradiction. If a> 6, 
then we take q = t(j, 6) with similar results. 
Now suppose dn(t?r, 0;) = 2, and let i and j be such that u,(i) = a # b = u;(i) and 
u,(j) =c#d = u;(j), with i<j. Assume again that a< 6, so t’(i, a)<p and thus 
t(i, a) = q = t’(i, a). Since dH(Uq, uP) = dH(Uq, D;) we must have u,(j) = d, hence 
t(j, d) = t’(j, d) = rs q<p. If r< q, then dn(U,, u,,) < d&i&, u;), a contradiction, so 
r = q = 1 and hence a = d = 0. Since c # 1 we have by conditions (2) and (3) of nor- 
mality that t(i, 1) = t’(i, 1) <p; construct a path from urcj, r) to ur consisting entirely 
of vertices with indices less than p. Since coordinates change one at a time along 
a path, there must be some u, on the path with exactly one of u,(i), u,(j) equal to 
0; then dH(us, 17~) #dH(uS, ui), again a contradiction. The argument is similar for 
a>b. 
We have established that u,,= 0; for every p; condition (1) on a forces 
h(i) = max{ u,(i)} + 1 and k= max{i: h(i)> l} so k= k’ and h(i) = h’(i) for each 
is k, thus a and a’ are identical and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 2. There is an algorithm which, given a graph G on n vertices, will con- 
struct (or contradict) an isometric embedding of G into a product of complete 
graphs in time bounded by a polynomial in n. 
Proof. Number V(G) as before and temporarily take k = n - 1, h(i) = n for is k. At 
stage p the strings 0,) i&, . . . , D~,-~ have been determined; let q<p with uq adjacent 
to up. The argument in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that of the (n - 1)’ strings 
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at Hamming distance 1 from Us, at most one yields the correct distances from up 
to lower-indexed vertices. Each candidate can be checked in time at most n*; if a 
good one is found the algorithm assigns it and proceeds to step p + 1, otherwise it 
terminates. The algorithm thus runs in order at most n5. 
By suitably changing k and the h(i)‘s at the conclusion the resulting embedding 
becomes normal with respect to the given vertex ordering. 
Theorem 3. If G has an isometric embedding in some product of complete graphs, 
then there is a unique minimal k and minimal sequence h(l) 1 h(2) L .‘. L h(k) > 1 
such that G has an isometric embedding in the product of the graphs KhClj, .. . , KhCk,. 
Moreover 1 {(h(i) - 1 : 15 irk} in - 1, where n is the number of vertices of G, and 
in particular k I n - 1 with equality if and only if G is a tree. 
Proof. The sequence h(l), . . . , h(k) is obtained by arranging the factors of a normal 
embedding in descending order, and the first inequality follows from the fact that 
in the construction of a normal embedding, each vertex up, 1 <p<n, can introduce 
at most one new value in one coordinate. 
If G is a tree then it isometrically embeddable in a hypercube, using Djokovic’s 
criteria, and by a result of Graham and Pollak’s [4] the dimension of the hypercube 
must be at least n - 1; equality follows. Conversely if k=n - 1, then necessarily 
h(l)=h(2)=... = h(k) = 2; if G is connected but not a tree there is a cycle which we 
may label vI, v2, . . . , I+,, vl. In the algorithm for generating a: v,(i) will have to be 0 
whenever up_ I(i) is, thus tJp cannot contribute to C {h(i) - l> and we have 
k<n- 1. 
Although we have shown that isometric embeddability in a product of complete 
graphs is a ‘polynomial’ property, it might be useful to have a nice set of criteria 
like Djokovic’s. For h(i) 5 3 this is possible as follows: Let e = {x, y} and f = {u, v} 
be edges of G, and define e-f if d(x, u) + d( y, v) # d(x, v) + d( y, u). Then: 
Theorem 4. G has an isometric embedding in a power of K3 if and only if the rela- 
tion - is transitive on E(G). G can be isometrically embedded in a hypercube iff 
in addition, G is bipartite. 
Proof. Suppose first that G has an isometric embedding cz in Kt, and for any edge 
e= {x, y} of G let e* be the unique i for which x(i) #y(i). If e*#f *, where f = {y, v}, 
then d(x, u) - d(x, v) = d( y, u) - d( y, v) so e+f; conversely if e* =f * = i, then an end- 
point from each shares the same ith coordinate, hence e-f. Thus - is identical to 
the equivalence relation e* = f *. 
Now suppose that - is transitive; since it is apparently also symmetric and reflex- 
ive, it is an equivalence relation. let er = {x,, yt }, e2 = {x2, y2}, . . . , e, = {xk, yk} be 
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representatives of each equivalence class; for each vertex u and each ilk, set 
0 if 40, xi) < d(u, y;), 
u(i)= 1 if d(u,xi)>d(o,yj), 
2 if 40, xi) = d(u, _Y;). 
Now if f= {u, 01, then f- ej iff u(i) f u(i), hence d,(i& IJ) = 1. It follows that to show 
that the assignment is isometric it suffices to prove that in any minimal-length path 
u,, no two edges are in the same equivalence class. But if e = {u;, ui+ i } and 
~~;,;~j+~, with i<j, then d(u;+,,uj)+l=d(u,,uj)=d(u;+,,uj+l)=d(u;,uj+l)-l 
so e+f as required. 
For the second statement of the theorem we merely note that the absence of odd 
cycles in a bipartite graph prevents the case d(u, x,) = d(u, y;) from occurring, thus 
the value ‘2’ is never assigned. The converse is trivial as Ki is itself bipartite, thus 
any subgraph is also. 
For embeddability in powers of K,, m > 3, the situation seems to be too messy 
for a neat characterization. 
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